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Expanded Abstract

Overview

Dietary and physical activity modifications have great potential
to reduce the risk of obesity and major cancers as well as other
chronic diseases such as heart disease and diabetes. However,
considerable uncertainty exists concerning the reliability and
interpretation of nutritional epidemiology reports as well as
concerning the national infrastructure for developing dietary
and physical activity hypotheses and interventions that merit
full-scale testing. Biomarkers provide important research ave-
nues to address both of these issues; for example, dietary and
physical activity biomarkers in conjunction with suitable mea-
surement error methods can be used to calibrate standard
assessments that use frequencies, records, or recalls to enhance
the reliability of nutritional and physical activity association
studies. Changes in proteomic and metabolomic biomarkers can
mediate between a dietary or physical activity change and
chronic disease risk. As the knowledge base linking these
biomarker changes to chronic disease risk develops, it will
become possible to develop and initially evaluate interventions
in terms of changes in these biomarkers. Research activities
under way or under development in the Women’s Health
Initiative (WHI)3 are described below to illustrate the applica-
bility of some of these approaches.

Core findings and discussion

It has been hypothesized that changes in nutrition and physical
activity patterns could reverse the obesity epidemic in the United
States and elsewhere and also reduce the risk of such prominent
age-related chronic diseases as cancer, cardiovascular disease,

osteoporosis, and diabetes. However, because of nutrient con-
sumption and physical activity assessment issues, it is a chal-
lenging task to obtain research results of sufficient credibility to
favorably influence a number of ameliorating factors such as
individuals’ nutrition and physical activity choices; advice given
by primary care providers; agricultural policies; food production
and processing choices; environmental design; educational
choices; and food fortification and regulation activities, as may
be required to achieve related public health goals. A recent re-
view and study of nutrition and physical activity research strat-
egies and recommendations (1) recognized these challenges and
concluded that conduct of the needed research is a ‘‘demanding
task that is now becoming scientifically achievable.’’

Several research designs, including randomized controlled
intervention trials and intermediate outcome clinical trials that
use high-dimensional genomic, transcriptomic, proteomic, and
metabolomic outcomes to identify promising dietary and phys-
ical activity hypotheses and interventions could play an impor-
tant role in an overall nutrition, physical activity, and chronic
disease research strategy. However, few full-scale intervention
trials can reasonably be conducted for reasons of cost and
logistics, and observational study designs, particularly cohort
studies, can be expected to continue to provide a mainstay
approach to the identification and testing of diet, physical
activity, and chronic disease hypotheses. Hence, it is important
that cohort studies be carried out in a manner that yields reliable
information on these important topics.

The possibility that measurement errors in dietary assessment
obscure important diet and disease associations in observational
studies was raised some years ago (2,3). Early work to assess the
importance of this topic focused mainly on food frequency
questionnaires (FFQs) and used another more detailed dietary
assessment method as a so-called reference instrument. This
focus was appropriate because FFQs have been ubiquitous in
nutritional epidemiology in recent decades as a result of their
cost and logistical advantages over such other self-report
approaches as food records (diaries) or recalls. These studies
tended to show positive correlations, in the vicinity of 0.2–0.5,
between FFQ and reference instrument measures of absolute
nutrient intake and somewhat higher correlations in the vicinity
of 0.5 for energy-adjusted nutrient intake. For example, an
important ‘‘validation’’ study by Willett et al. (4) compared their
semiquantitative food frequency intake estimates to 28 d of food
records for 173 female nurses collected over a 1-year period.
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However, to serve as a suitable reference instrument, consump-
tion estimates should adhere to a classical measurement model in
which the assessed value can be represented as the actual intake
plus randommeasurement error that is independent of the actual
intake and of other study subject characteristics and, impor-
tantly, is independent of the measurement error in the FFQ
assessment. Without this independent measurement error crite-
rion, it would be possible that the positive correlations between
the FFQ and reference instrument result from correlated mea-
surement errors rather than correlations with actual intake (5).

Good biomarkers are available for total energy and for
protein energy consumption, and these have allowed this issue of
correlated measurement errors to be evaluated empirically in
some important settings. The National Cancer Institute’s
Observing Protein and Energy Nutrition (OPEN) Study repre-
sents the most substantial effort of this type to date. This study
(6) involved doubly labeled water (DLW) assessments (7) of
energy consumption and urinary nitrogen assessments of protein
consumption (8) along with FFQs and 2 24-h recalls (24HR) for
261 men and 223 women in Maryland. Under a plausible
measurement model (9), the (log) FFQ assessments were only
weakly correlated with actual consumption. Moreover, corre-
sponding estimated correlations would have been considerably
higher had the 24HR assessments, rather than the biomarker,
been used (inappropriately) as reference instrument, reflecting
positively correlated measurement errors between the FFQ and
24HR assessments. Analyses of these data indicate that regres-
sion coefficients to relate a dietary factor to disease risk among
women would be attenuated by estimated factors of 0.039 for
total energy, 0.137 for protein, and 0.316 for protein density by
the measurement characteristics of the FFQ.

Positive measurement error correlations arise when a person
systematically under- or overreports consumption on differing
self-report instruments or on repeat applications of the same
instrument. The biomarker studies just described allowed for such
systematic bias through the inclusionof aperson-specific bias term
as an independent random effect in a linear measurement model
(9). However, there is now evidence from DLW and nitrogen
biomarker studies that both energy and protein underreporting
bias may depend on such individual characteristics as body mass
(6,10) and social desirability factors (11) and may plausibly
depend also on age and ethnicity. Systematic biases of this type no
longer simply attenuate the regression coefficient for a dietary
factor in a disease risk model but can otherwise distort and even
reverse the direction of a relative risk trend.Measurement models
are available (12) to accommodate this type of systematic bias by
allowing the mean of a person-specific bias term to have a linear
regressiondependenceon factors suchasobesity andethnicity that
may relate to the magnitude of an individual’s under- or
overreporting practice. The potential importance of the measure-
ment properties of available assessment instruments is illustrated
by a study (13) of dietary fat and breast cancer in the Norfolk
component of EPIC in which total and saturated fat showed a
noteworthy association with breast cancer incidence when con-
sumption was assessed using a 7-d food diary, but the association
was modest and not statistically significant when consumption
was assessed using a FFQ. A related larger study using 4-day food
records and FFQs in the comparison group of the WHI dietary
modification trial (14) is nearing completion.

The importance of these measurement issues also motivated
the WHI research group to expend substantial resources on a
nearly completed Nutrition Biomarker Study (NBS) among 543
women (50% intervention, 50% control) in the Dietary Mod-
ification component of the WHI Clinical Trial. Calibrated

energy and protein consumption estimates based on DLW and
urinary nitrogen, and calibrated estimates for various other
nutrients using blood concentration biomarkers, will provide an
opportunity for the reliable identification of dietary patterns
associated with weight change and disease risk over an average
8.5-y follow-up on the 161,808 women in the WHI cohorts.

Research needs

Research needs in the context of observational studies with
calibrated nutrient consumption data include the development of
so-called recovery biomarkers (15) for additional nutrients.
These biomarkers, typically recovered in urine as a nutrient is
expended, plausibly adhere to a classical assessment model with
an error that is independent of that for nutrient consumption
estimates via self-report. Concentration biomarkers are available
formany other nutrients fromnutrient concentrations in bloodor
another body compartment. These biomarkers typically cannot
be expected to adhere to a classicalmeasurementmodel, although
their measurement errors are plausibly independent of those for
self-report assessments. Additional research is needed on the
modeling and use of concentration biomarkers. Human feeding
study data may be needed to supplement biomarker and self-
report data for the development and application of such models.

There are also important research needs in the area of dietary
intervention hypothesis development and initial testing. Obser-
vational studies, even when carefully calibrated using nutrient
exposure biomarkers, may lack the specificity to distinguish the
disease prevention potential of consumption changes for highly
correlated nutrients or for complex dietary patterns. The new
types of genomic, proteomic, and metabolomic data becoming
available have great potential to strengthen the nutritional
prevention of cancer enterprise. For example, potential inter-
ventions could be studied under controlled human feeding study
settings to examine changes in a high-dimensional set of
proteomic and metabolomic biomarkers. Then, as the knowl-
edge base develops on the relation of such changes to the risk of
cancer and a range of other clinical outcomes, it will become
possible to project the health benefits and risks of a dietary
pattern change in a much more comprehensive manner than has
been possible to date. For example, studies of proteomic changes
in relation to postmenopausal hormone therapy, and studies of
high-dimensional single nucleotide polymorphisms in relation to
the risk of each of breast cancer, coronary heart disease, and
stroke, are under way in the WHI. A greatly enhanced research
program of this type is needed. Such research could be facilitated
by the formation of a multidisciplinary body with representation
across health outcomes and research foci (basic, clinical,
population) to help stimulate needed research and to advise on
preventive interventions that may be ready for full-scale testing
in randomized controlled trials (1).

In conclusion, a vigorous nutrition and chronic disease
research agenda could usefully include observational studies in
well-selected populations with nutrient exposure data calibrated
using biomarkers; a substantial intervention development and
initial testing research enterprise including small-scale human
feeding studies with disease risk biomarkers as outcomes; and an
interdisciplinary forum to stimulate needed research and to
assess readiness for full-scale dietary intervention trials.
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